The College pathway highlights programs that provide a very effective combination of practical skills with education.

School to Work allows students a look at a wide variety of careers that require a high school diploma and then specific on-the-job training or entry-level jobs.

Resources for students with special education needs that study at the ACTIVE or Community Living level.

University offers a broad comprehensive education in general areas (Science Humanities and Business)

Apprenticeship embraces the practical method of learning that provides hands-on training in hundreds of trades including Red-Seal trades.
“Our board has had a site license for JPD for several years. JPD provides easy access to up-to-date information on career opportunities and salaries in a large range of economic sectors that require varying degrees of post-secondary education. Student success teachers see JPD as a school-wide resource to support teachers in all curriculum areas to fulfill pathway planning and career education in all courses. The videos are a great resource for all types of learners and can be used as a motivational ‘hook’ at the beginning of a lesson that connects the curriculum to the world outside of the classroom.”
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